
CUT TO:

Po and Master Shifu walk through the entrance of a little 
village.

Po glances down a side street and spots a store with large 
replicas of the furious five warriors adorning the doorway 
and windows. A sign reads “Half Off!”

PO
The furious five!!???

MASTER SHIFU
(walking ahead turns around)

Where?

PO tries to quickly distract Shifu to keep him from seeing 
the little shop.

PO
Furious… Furious hunger... feels like five… uh..hours 

without food!

Po collapses to the ground in a comical way, holding up 
five fingers.

PO (weak groan)
I need dumplings!

MASTER SHIFU
(approaching)

We have an Ox Hoard to defeat!

PO
I can’t defeat a thing with an empty belly! We’ve been 

walking forever 

MASTER SHIFU
We had breakfast an hour ago!

PO
Exactly!

MASTER SHIFU
Hmm. I’ll will find you dumplings, and we will go.
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Shifu trots away in search of dumplings.

As soon as Shifu is out of sight, Po jumps to his feet and 
runs to the figurines store.

The complete sign reads:  “Everything MUST GO! Half Off!”

INT. FIGURINE SHOP

PO (Opening Door)
Everything must go… ?

Shop owner (with a wide-eyed stare, nervous)
Going out of b-b-business.

PO (Clapping to himself)
 Ha-ha! YEEES! Awesomeeee!

PO (with an embarrassed grin, slowing his clap)
I mean…awesome… to be able to, you know, help!!

SHOP OWNER
(looking around nervously, points to the back of the shop)

Two for the price of one! LAST DAY!

Po walks through the shop and spins around, admiring all 
the figurines on display. Many shelves are empty, but 
several choice boxes and box sets are still available.

PO (doing inventory to himself)
Have it.
Have it.

Yes…mmm mmm
Have it…
Got…it.

Limited edition? Uh. Oh. Noooo… Got that. 

As Po admires and reaches for a figurine containing a 
tigress in a beautiful pose, he bumps into something… 

BUNNY KID
Hey!
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PO
Sorry…

Two young bunnies face Po, one holding a box with 
figurines.

PO
(Grabs his head with two hands, holding in his excitement – 

WHISPERING LOUDLY)
That’s the “Ultimate Kung Fu” collection. Aaawwwee…!

(regaining his composure)
 uh..awwlllready…have it!

Kids look at each other, then back at Po.

OLDER BUNNY (deadpan)
Are you a collector?

PO
Me? Of course! Yes, I own … I COLLECT… all of the furious 

five figurines ever PRO-DUCED! Biggest fan EV-ER!!

Kids raise their eyebrows in disdain, clearly unimpressed.

OLDER BUNNY
So, original box, wax seal intact … right?

PO is about to reply but freezes - thinking, not-so-sure.

PO
Uh...Nooo?!

YOUNGER BUNNY(also deadpan)
Then you’re NOT a collector!

PO
Why would I keep the furious five in a box? How do you play 

with them in a box?

 OLDER BUNNY  
Collectors know. No box no value!

Kids walk towards the exit with their prize.

PO opens his mouth about to say something … pauses … then
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quickly rushes around the store, picking up all the 
“sealed” original box figurines he can possibly hold. As 
his arms are full, he picks the last box with his teeth.

Kids, and shop owner, are stunned.

MASTER SHIFU(O.S.)
DRAGON WARRIOR!

Shifu stands in the doorway, holding a bag of dumplings.
Kids and shop owner turn to Shifu, and drop their jaws.

STORE OWNER
(sweating nervously at this point, easing towards an exit)

Master Shifu!

BUNNY KIDS(look at PO)
(Wispering)

Dra-gon Wa-rri-or?

MASTER SHIFU
I see your energy is back.

Po is a statue, balancing stacks of boxes of figurines on 
every limb.

PO holds a box in his teeth, grinning sheepishly as he puts 
the other boxes on the counter. 

MASTER SHIFU (angry)
Are you planning to use those as weapons? Or are you going 

to eat those too? Did you forget our mission?

PO 
(Quickly to Master Shifu)
One second, Master Shifu.

Po then spots a wall of stacked boxes of figurines behind 
the counter, and sees ONE figurine of an Ox Soldier. It’s a 
box larger than the others, right in the middle of the 
stack. 

PO
(quietly, to himself)

Oooooh! Oh-KAY!! Ha-ha! This is GREAT!
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He points at the Ox figurine, behind the counter

PO 
(to Store Owner) 

I’ll take that one!

STORE OWNER
(panicked)

Uh...You don’t want that one!

PO
What? 

Oooo-k, hoooow much?

STORE OWNER
It’s not for sale!

STORE OWNER (heads for the door)
You REALY don’t want that one!

PO (Coaxing in a friendly manner)
Aw come on. Let me look at it? 

MASTER SHIFU
PO! We must go now!

With that, Po reaches over the counter and pulls the box 
towards him.

PO 
(grinning greedily)
Come to Papa ...

As the box is removed from the stack, the life-sized face 
of an Ox is exposed behind it. PO keeps his eyes on the 
box, not noticing what’s behind it.

PO (CONT.)
Hey Master Shifu! Look at this! They even have replicas of 

the Ox! (CRINGES) Yeesh! UGLY.

MASTER SHIFU (Sees the OX)
It’s a TRAP!
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A spear knocks the bag of dumplings out of Shifu’s grasp, 
and pins it against the doorframe of the shop. 

PO
My dumplings! 

The wall of boxes behind the counter EXPLODES as the Ox 
Leader bursts forward.

OX 
NOW!

Po dodges the attack of the Ox as Warriors jump out from 
all corners. ready to attack.

Shifu ducks two more spears, then grabs the bag of 
dumplings from the door and leaps into the air.
Shifu flies up to the middle of the room, tossing the five 
dumplings to Po, who chomps them down as he flips into 
fighting position. He grabs the last dumpling with his 
tongue and lands at Shifu’s side ready for bodacious Kung 
Fu Battle.
The two bunnies flee the store, yet are clearly impressed 
by PO’s awesomeness.

OLDER KID to YOUNGER KID
(running)

I TOLD you he’s no collector!
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